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In this paper, based on more than ten years’ studies on this dedicated 
research thrust, a comprehensive review concerning information mining 
from big consumer opinion data in order to assist product design is 
presented. First, the research background and the essential terminologies 
regarding online consumer opinion data are introduced. Next, studies 
concerning information extraction and information utilization of big 
consumer opinion data for product design are reviewed. Studies on 
information extraction of big consumer opinion data are explained from 
various perspectives, including data acquisition, opinion target 
recognition, feature identification and sentiment analysis, opinion 
summarization and sampling, etc. Reviews on information utilization of 
big consumer opinion data for product design are explored in terms of 
how to extract critical customer needs from big consumer opinion data, 
how to connect the voice of the customers with product design, how to 
make effective comparisons and reasonable ranking on similar products, 
how to identify ever-evolving customer concerns efficiently, and so on. 
Furthermore, significant and practical aspects of research trends are 
highlighted for future studies. This survey will facilitate researchers and 
practitioners to understand the latest development of relevant studies and 
applications centered on how big consumer opinion data can be 
processed, analyzed and exploited in aiding product design. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The continuous growth of e-business and Web 2.0 
provides consumer more opportunities to share their 
opinions and experience gained from different products 
and services. It promotes an unprecedented volume of 
consumer data that are generated incessantly in various e-
commerce and social network websites. For instance, 
customer transaction logs and click-through data are 
generated constantly in Amazon.com, Taobao.com, etc. 
Then, besides these e-commerce websites, customer 
opinions are posted from time to time on social networks, 
e.g., Twitter.com; review websites, e.g., Epinions.com, 
media websites, e.g., Cnet.com, and so on. Such 
consumer opinion data benefit potential customers to 
make wise purchase decisions with similar alternatives, 
provide informative messages to managers responsible for 
marketing strategy and planning facing a fierce 
competition, and facilitate product designers on a better 
understanding of customer concerns so to offer desirable 
products intended for a higher level of customer 
satisfaction. 
Customer requirements (CRs), which play an important 
role in decision-making in the market-driven new product 
design (NPD), are conventionally obtained from a small 
number of pre-formatted high-quality survey data. 
However, the sheer volume and the generating velocity of 
online CRs data surpass human’s ability to make sense 
out of them in a reasonable timeframe. Also, these online 
data, with different quality, are distributed in different 
resources and are embedded in informal free texts. It 
further burdens human’s capacity to effectively obtain 
accurate CRs without much loss. Hence, internationally, a 
fast-growing interest is observed to research various 
algorithms and platforms to parse such a big volume of 
consumer opinion data. Many endeavors in this field are 
mainly reported in the academic disciplines of computer 
science and business management. Typical models are 
utilized to identify high-quality consumer opinion data, 
detect customer sentiment polarity and its corresponding 
opinion target intelligently at different levels, e.g., system 
level and product feature level. Besides, in order to 
provide a quick outline of customer opinions and grasp 
their major CRs, based on the recognized customer 
sentiments in online textual data, how to generate a 
summarization or a short list of representative opinions 
from a big volume of online consumer opinion data has 
also been investigated. 
In addition, quality function deployment (QFD), as one 
of the widely applied methods that transform CRs into 
engineer characteristics (ECs), receives extensive 
discussions in the fields of business management and 
engineering design with an aim to fuel NPD pipelines 
from analyzing valuable consumer opinion data. Some 
welcome topics regarding QFD often involve the 
prioritization of a variety of CRs, how to integrate 
consumer opinion data into product design, etc. This is 
particularly important because today’s NPD has to face an 
intensive competition globally since many alternative 
products and services are made available to ‘choosy’ 
consumers while both the pros and cons of alternatives 
can be easily found out and compared. Not to mention, 
many intensively competitive markets are also 
characterized by the fast evolution of CRs. It implies that 
scholars and practitioners in management should make 
full preparation to engage creative models to be 
innovative forces in the design industry, which are 
developed carefully for analyzing the competitive 
strategies and dynamics of CRs. All these endeavors will 
inevitably facilitate designers to exploit product affective 
information, customer behavior as well as customer 
concerns for NPD and integrate valuable consumer inputs 
in practical applications. 
In Figure 1, an overview of the classic procedures 
concerning information mining from big consumer 
opinion data for product design is presented. Generally, 
three core components are included. First, a large volume 
of consumer opinion data can be obtained from analyzing 
the structures of various sites, e.g., e-commerce sites, 
social network sites, customer review sites, media sites, 
and so on, by web crawler programs. Next, consumer 
opinion data are processed and mined to acquire the 
customer concerns. Several critical tasks are involved, 
e.g., quality analysis, target identification, sentiment 
analysis, summarization, and sampling, etc. Customer 
concerns that are processed and mined from online big 
consumer opinion data formulate the valuable information 
of VOC (voice of the Customer). Then, extracted valuable 
VOCs from big consumer opinion data are expected to be 
utilized from different perspectives of product design. 
Due to the practical implication imposed by technological 
and economic concerns and the dynamics of fast-
changing CRs, only essential VOCs can to be integrated 
into design and product offerings should also be 
compared to highlight their competitive advantages and 
targeted design and development strategies. 
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Figure 1. A framework of classical procedure regarding information mining  
from big consumer opinion data for product design 
 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a 
comprehensive review is given focusing on how big 
consumer opinions are being processed and exploited to 
gain critical insights into product design. Next, in Section 
3, existing approaches with respect to how big consumer 
opinions can be utilized in design are revealed. Lastly, 
some open research challenges, trends, potential future 
studies are presented to highlight the significance and 
value of information mining from big consumer opinion 
data for product design.  
 
2. PROCESSING AND MINING OF BIG 
CONSUMER OPINION DATA 
2.1 Information Quality 
After a big volume of consumer opinion data are 
collected from different sites, as presented in the second 
lane of Figure 1, the very first concern about the 
introduction of big consumer opinion data into product 
design is the quality related issue. Relevant studies 
regarding information quality analysis mainly discuss 
how to evaluate the quality of big consumer opinion data 
and how to detect opinion spams. 
 
2.1.1 The Quality of Customer Online Reviews 
As a matter of fact, the quality of information available in 
a community is often inversely related to the size of its 
membership [1]. There exist some studies about 
evaluating the quality of online reviews. In these studies, 
the quality of online reviews is often defined in terms of 
online helpfulness voting ratio, 𝑥𝑥 /𝑦𝑦  (𝑥𝑥  out of 𝑦𝑦  people 
find a particular review helpful, e.g., “204 out of 209 
people found the following review helpful”). The 
helpfulness voting ratio is regarded as the golden criterion 
in those publications to define the helpfulness of product 
reviews. In these literatures, the problem of helpfulness 
prediction is formulated as a regression problem [1 - 8] 
and a binary classification [9 - 12] with several categories 
of features, such as sentiment features, user reputation or 
expertise features, information quality based features, etc. 
For instance, Liu et al. investigated reviewers’ expertise, 
writing styles and timeliness from observations in terms 
of how the helpfulness of online reviews is influenced [4, 
5]. These factors were then combined linearly to estimate 
the percentage of online helpful votes. In their later 
research, this model was utilized to forecast the sales of a 
product [13]. Hong et al. focused on learning user 
preferences in three aspects, i.e., whether reviews meet 
their information needs, whether reviews is credible and 
whether reviews have the mainstreaming opinion [11]. 
Then, a binary classification algorithm was modeled to 
predict the helpfulness of online reviews. A sound 
analysis was conducted regarding several hypotheses that 
might influence the percentage of online helpful votes [7]. 
These hypotheses include the conformity hypothesis, the 
individual-bias hypothesis, the brilliant-but-cruel 
hypothesis and the straw-man hypothesis. Finally, the 
helpfulness voting ratio were said to not just depend on 
the content but also “on how the expressed evaluation 
score that relates to other evaluation scores of the same 
product.” Besides, different feature selection methods 
were compared to evaluate the effectiveness of features in 
predicting online helpfulness voting ratio [14]. 
Meanwhile, as consumers are not obligated to vote 
such reviews, usually, only a small proportion of reviews 
eventually receive sufficient votes. Different from the 
above helpfulness voting ratio, Liu et al. argued that the 
helpfulness represented by the helpfulness ratio is not fair 
due to kinds of biases [15]. Next, human annotators were 
hired to evaluate the helpfulness. Annotators’ evaluations 
were found to be different greatly from the helpfulness 
votes observed on Amazon.com and, given a guideline for 
the helpfulness evaluation, evaluations from annotators 
achieve highly consistent through a kappa statistic. Then, 
the helpfulness evaluation was modeled as a multiple 
class classification problem and categories of features 
were extracted to predict annotators’ evaluation. Inspired 
by Liu’s work [15], Zhang and Tran brought a 
probabilistic distribution model for the judgment of 
whether a review is helpful or not directly from review 
texts [16]. Chen and Tseng offered a review evaluation 
framework using information quality [17]. They classified 
reviews into five groups, i.e. “high-quality”, “medium-
quality”, “low-quality”, “duplicate” and “spam”, and 
categories of features were utilized to detect the quality of 
product reviews. However, Li et al. argued that the 
annotated corpus for each domain of interest is not 
practical [18]. They devised a snippet based unsupervised 
learning approach to estimate the sentiment of online 
reviews. This approach was utilized to classify whether 
online reviews are classified as recommended or not 
recommended by analyzing reviews that receive 
unanimous judgments of two annotators only. Besides, it 
was found that, given a helpfulness guideline, helpfulness 
values for annotators are not aligned with online voting 
[19]. Then, the averaged helpfulness labeling value was 
analyzed by a regression-based approach, and which 
domain-independent features are significant for 
helpfulness analysis had also been analyzed. 
 
2.1.2 Opinion Spam 
Due to various reasons, fake reviews are widely 
appearing in e-business websites and they are highly 
possible to mislead consumers and review analyzers. 
Accordingly, different methods have been developed to 
identify opinion spamming activity.  
Jindal and Liu defined three types of opinion spams, 
including untruthful opinions, reviews on brands only and 
non-reviews [20]. Then, a logistic regression model was 
built to identify the latter two types. For the first case, the 
approach of lift curves was utilized to visualize the 
prediction results and identify reviews whose ratings 
deviate from the average rating to a large extent. Later, 
they proposed a rule-based approach to identify unusual 
review patterns from online reviews [21]. From then, 
some researchers began to pay attention to the problem 
about opinion spam. Conventionally, they extracted 
categories of features from review texts and/or from 
reviewers and built a classification model to analyze 
whether a review is a suspicious one [22 - 27]. However, 
these studies mainly analyzed the content of online 
reviews, a sharp increase in online rating with a 
dramatically increasing or decreasing may imply a 
potential manipulation by newly arrived reviews [28, 29]. 
Accordingly, a template-based approach was developed 
to detect the burst of online rating. 
Besides investigations about opinion spam detection, 
some scholars studied review spammer identification. 
Lim et al. described that spammers may post several 
reviews to the same product with similar ratings or give a 
specific group of products higher/lower ratings [30]. 
Accordingly, a regression method was applied to identify 
spam reviews and review spammers. Similarly, spamming 
clues were identified by a graph model-based approach 
and an iterative algorithm was developed to identify 
potential spammers [31]. Also, some utilized some 
intuitive features, such as a reviewer’s rank, a reviewer’s 
total number of posted reviews, and the number of a 
reviewer’s badges, etc. to predict whether a reviewer is 
trustful or not [32]. Mukherjee et al. argued that a fake 
reviewer group might induce worse influence than 
individual fake reviewers [33, 34]. Then, eight group 
spam behavior indicators and four individual spam 
behavior indicators were utilized and an iterative 
approach was utilized to identify fake reviewer groups. 
 
2.2 Opinion Target Identification 
As presented in the third lane of Figure 1, after high 
quality customer opinion data are obtained, the next focus 
is on the opinion target identification. In particular, only 
one specific product might be focused in his/her reviews 
by a novice customer. However, for some experienced 
customers, different products might be referred to a single 
piece of online review and different alternatives are often 
compared in terms of various aspects. Then, an interesting 
problem is how to identify the exact product that the 
customer refers to automatically. It hence motivates some 
scholars to explore the interesting problem about opinion 
target identification.  
One of early work in this category was conducted by 
Dalvi et al., which aims to match an online review to a 
possible object [35]. In their study, words in object 
attribute descriptions were translated to words in online 
reviews and the Expectation Maximization (EM) 
algorithm was utilized to estimate parameters. Similarly, 
another word-based transition model was utilized to 
estimate relations between nouns that potentially point to 
opinion targets [36]. Besides word based transition 
models, some employed a graph-based model [37] and 
the Centering Theory [38] to extract explicit and implicit 
opinion targets.  
To identify names from consumer opinion data, a 
three-phase approach is introduced [39, 40]. First, the 
Brown Clustering algorithm was applied to obtain a 
cluster of words with similar meaning and the brand name 
variation is captured by linguistic rules. Next, a CRFs 
(Conditional Random Fields) based approach was 
adopted to analyze whether a word indeed refers to a 
specific product model name. Finally, a rule-based name 
normalization was utilized to map names to their formal 
names. Similarly, tokens, POS (Part of Speech) tags, the 
shortest dependency paths, word distances between pairs 
of opinion words and product features were extracted and 
they were utilized as features in a CRFs based approach 
for the detection of opinion target [41]. 
 
2.3 Sentiment Analysis 
The fourth lane in Figure 1 points to sentiment analysis. 
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining on big consumer 
opinion data generally refers to a computational study of 
customer attitudes towards products on customer textual 
data. As presented in Figure 1, the input of sentiment 
analysis module often contains customer opinions with a 
target product. Some critical tasks in sentiment analysis 
involve how to extract sentiment polarity, how to identify 
different product aspects that customers care about, how 
to retrieve targeted products with representative opinions, 
etc. Also, in this section, cross-language opinion mining 
will be briefly reviewed. 
 
2.3.1 Sentiment Polarity 
The task of sentiment polarity extraction on online 
opinion textual data is to analyze whether a customer 
expresses a positive/negative/neutral opinion towards the 
target product or a particular feature of one product. In 
many studies about this task, sentiment words are often 
assumed to be adjectives or adverbs. Generally, these 
studies can be categorized into linguistic rules based 
algorithms [42 - 44], conventional classification based 
approaches [45 - 48], graph model based approaches [49 - 
51], deep learning based approaches [52, 53], etc. 
One of the most straightforward approaches is to apply 
some heuristic rules to obtain the sentiment polarity. 
Based on some intuitive heuristic hypotheses, researchers 
tried to score words for analyzing the sentiment polarity. 
For instance, a typical hypothesis can be that the ratings 
for an extensively discussed feature are more similar to 
the overall ratings [54]. Then, according to these heuristic 
hypotheses, a word based scoring scheme was proposed 
to estimate the customer sentiment polarity of a particular 
feature. Similarly, based on some intuitions, a frequency 
statistic term weighting method was built to judge the 
sentiment polarity of one sentence [55]. Ding and Liu 
built a holistic lexicon-based approach that applied an 
opinion aggregation function to estimate the sentiment 
polarities of product features [42, 43]. In this holistic 
approach, three linguistic rules were utilized to find 
contextual information that is helpful to infer the 
sentiment polarity of context-dependent opinion words. 
Besides, such intuitions based word scheme was also 
reported to analyze customer sentiment polarity in 
Chinese reviews [56] and learn domain-specific sentiment 
lexicons [57]. 
Note that, the objective of sentiment polarity extraction 
can be also regarded a typical binary classification 
problem (positive vs. negative) or trinary classification 
problem (positive, neutral, negative). Accordingly, some 
traditional methods of classification such as the 
techniques of support vector machine (SVM) were 
utilized to classify these customer textual data. For 
example, with SVM, categories of features were extracted 
for analyzing the sentiment polarity, e.g. bag of words 
[45], features about texts, affix similarity and word 
emotion [58], features about texts and appraisal scores 
[59], etc. Similarly, the least squares based linear model 
[60], an additive model [61], linguistic modalities with 
opinion holding predicates [44] were reported to estimate 
the sentiment polarities of online reviews in different 
levels. Also, word dependency relations were also utilized 
and different dependency tree based algorithms were 
designed for the analysis of sentiment polarity [46, 47, 62 
- 64]. Besides these studies that analyzed the sentiment 
polarity using a single independent classifier, some 
employed a sequential model to gain the sentiment 
polarity in sentence level or product feature level, such as 
a Markov Model-based approach [48], a Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) based approach [66], a CRFs based 
approach [67, 68], etc. 
Customer online opinions, which are one important 
type of textual data regarding consumer information, 
attract researchers apply some widely applied 
probabilistic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) to analyze customer sentiment polarity. For 
instance, a probabilistic mixture model was proposed to 
analyze topic and sentiment simultaneously [49]. In such 
model, a document was regarded to be generated by 
background words. Then, feature words were selected 
from one of many subtopics and a sentiment word was 
utilized to describe the topic. Similarly, a MaxEnt-LDA 
model which regards reviews as a combination of 
background words, general aspects, general opinions, 
aspects and aspects-specific words was presented to 
extract different aspects and the corresponding sentiment 
polarity [50]. Besides, graph models that consider 
relations between different sentences [51], relations 
between product features [69], relations between products 
and reviewers [70] were reported for the analysis of 
sentiment polarity. 
Obviously, the construction of reliable corpus or a 
dictionary may highly affect the success of supervised 
learning approaches for the analysis sentiment polarity. 
Then, to disambiguate the sentiment polarities of some 
ambiguous words in a specific context, based on a large 
labeled corpus, conditional mutual information was 
defined and it was later utilized to evaluate the sentiment 
polarities of German reviews [71]. However, to build 
corpus manually is always time-consuming and labor-
intensive. Accordingly, pros and cons reviews in 
Epinions.com were utilized as training data and three 
categories of features were extracted to predict the 
sentiment polarities [72]. Similarly, pros and cons 
reviews in cnet.com, viewpoints.com, reevoo.com, and 
gsmarena.com were integrated in a linear probabilistic 
model to determine the sentiment polarities in product 
feature level [73] and a fine-grained emotion dictionary 
was built by using typical news with predefined emotion 
list, which includes touching, empathy, boredom, anger, 
amusement, sadness, surprise and warmness [74]. To take 
the advantages of both approaches, an integration of 
lexicon-based and corpus-based approach was also 
reported for sentiment polarity analysis [75]. Based this 
approach, sentiment polarities in online opinions were 
incorporated in a collaborative filtering framework [76]. 
 
2.3.2 Feature Identification 
A highly correlated task with the analysis of sentiment 
polarity is feature identification from customer online 
opinions. Take opinions about a mobile phone for 
instance. Different features, such as battery, screen, 
weight, etc. might be discussed by consumers. Automatic 
feature identification helps designers to locate exact 
customer concerns. 
In some early studies, heuristic rules were often 
employed to identify features from customer concerns. 
For instance, Hu and Liu utilized the association mining 
algorithm to generate a set of frequent nouns or noun 
phrases and they were regarded as possible product 
features [77]. Similar techniques were reported to use 
heuristic frequent language rules to find words or phrases 
which match the rule patterns [78]. Later, linguistic rules 
were generated according to words relations. Popescu and 
Etzioni illustrated a system that was able to identify both 
components and properties of the given product, in which 
a rule-based relaxation labeling approach was applied to 
find product features and extract word sentiment 
orientation recursively [79]. Qiu et al. analyzed relations 
between sentiment words and product features in 
dependency trees and several rules were derived to extract 
both sentiment words and product features iteratively [47]. 
Besides relations between sentiment words and product 
features, opinion-opinion relations and feature-feature 
relations were considered in a bootstrapping framework 
[80], in which the Likelihood Ratio Tests for 
Bootstrapping and the Latent Semantic Analysis for 
Bootstrapping were applied. Additionally, the task about 
product feature extraction was regarded as a topic co-
reference resolution problem [81]. It assumed that two 
opinions will share the same opinion topic if they are 
topic co-referent. Then, categories of features were 
utilized for pairwise topic coreference classification. Also, 
studies that analyze latent semantic relations between 
product features from pros and cons reviews were 
reported [82]. 
As aforementioned arguments, customer online 
opinions are one important type of textual data and some 
widely applied probabilistic models are often welcome 
for this particular task. To extract features and the 
corresponding sentiment polarity, an unsupervised 
probabilistic model called JST (joint sentiment/topic 
model) was proposed [83]. In this model, topics are 
generated dependent on sentiment and words are 
generated on sentiment as well as topic pairs. Later, a 
reverse model called Reverse-JST was presented where 
sentiments are generated dependent on topic distributions 
[84]. But it was found that the JST perform slightly better 
than the Reverse-JST. Another unsupervised model 
named AUSM (Aspect and sentiment unification model) 
was proposed [85]. In this model, topics are generated 
dependent on one sentiment and words in one sentence 
are generated according to one topic and corresponding 
sentiment. It was found that AUSM is more effective than 
JST. But some argued that AUSM fails to identify 
sentiment words that are specific to one aspect and it also 
does not separate sentiment words from factual words. 
Then, a joint aspect and sentiment model was proposed 
[86]. Also, some argued that AUSM does not consider 
multi-grain global topics and local topics and a topic 
model named MG-LDA (Multi-grain LDA) was proposed 
[87]. Similarly, a fine-grained labeled LDA was utilized 
to extract product features [88] However, MG-LDA was 
criticized that sentiment-oriented aspects are neglected 
and a joint multi-grain topic sentiment (JMTS) model was 
then developed [89]. Arjun Mukherjee and Liu argued 
that many approaches fail to cluster product features into 
the same category and, for this purpose, two probabilistic 
graphical models were presented to extract and cluster 
features simultaneously [90]. In addition, together with 
LDA, different probabilistic models were compared for 
the extraction of product features [91, 92]. 
Some researchers argued that words or phrases that 
refer to the same product features should be clustered 
together. Accordingly, an association rule method and a 
naive Bayesian method were utilized to classify words 
with similar meaning, which was represented as a product 
feature [93]. Similarly, a semi-supervised learning 
algorithm with two soft constraints [94], a Rocchio’s 
algorithm based algorithm [95] and a multi-aspect 
bootstrapping algorithm [96] were proposed to cluster 
feature words. Also, a co-clustering algorithm was 
proposed to extract categories of product features and 
groups of opinion words by mutual reinforcement [97], in 
which the similarity between data objects was estimated 
by a linear combination of intra similarity and inter 
similarity. 
 
2.3.3 Opinion Retrieval 
The objective of opinion retrieve is to find documents 
with specific opinions. For this task, many scholars 
estimated a score for each document that linearly 
combines with both document relevance and document 
opinion score. For instance, Kim, Li and Lee estimated a 
document score [98], which linearly integrates three 
indicators, i.e. the probability that a word is opinion word 
which is estimated by the sentiWordNet [99] or the 
MPQA [100], the likelihood of a query given a word 
which is estimated by the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) 
and Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI), and the 
probability of a document generating a word which is 
estimated by conventional method, such as Vector Space 
model, BM25 or model. Similarly, an approach of 
opinion retrieval from blogs were proposed [101]. 
Ganesan and Zhai presented an opinion based entity 
ranking demo system to retrieve hotels that satisfy 
consumers in both structured preferences and 
unstructured preferences, in which two types of 
preferences were combined into a single score to evaluate 
how an entity meets the query [102]. 
However, some argued that the average over the 
opinion weights of terms to generate an opinion score was 
not optimal since multiple topics can be covered in a 
single document [103, 104]. Accordingly, these 
researchers estimated the opinion density at each position 
in one document and different opinion propagation 
functions were testified based on the position of each 
term in a document and the position of the query term. 
Finally, the opinion score was combined with the 
relevance score in a probabilistic retrieval model. Besides, 
an information retrieval framework was presented to 
facilitate consumers to identify high-quality reviews and 
make a comparison between products [105]. In this 
framework, an affinity opinion graph was built for 
ranking customer opinions according to information 
richness and information diversity. With this graph, 
opinions were ranked. Then, a greedy algorithm was 
utilized to present online reviews and products were 
compared using a radar graph. 
 
2.3.4 Cross-lingual Sentiment Classification 
Except for English, few manually built corpus in different 
languages is actually available. It interests researchers to 
borrow widely available corpus in English for cross-
lingual sentiment analysis in other languages. 
Wan proposed a lexicon based algorithm to identify 
sentiment of Chinese reviews [106]. In this algorithm, 
Chinese reviews were translated into English reviews by 
translation service and sentiment polarities were analyzed 
with the help of lexicons in both Chinese and English. 
Finally, several ensemble methods were proposed to 
combine results from different classifiers. Later, Wan 
utilized a co-training algorithm to classify Chinese 
reviews by using labeled English reviews and unlabeled 
Chinese reviews [107, 108]. In the training phase, each 
Chinese review was initially represented by both Chinese 
features and English features. Then two classifiers were 
built accordingly and instances without conflicting 
prediction from two classifiers were utilized as labeled 
data. In the testing phase, the average score from two 
classifiers was utilized as the final sentiment polarity. 
Also, four categories of methods for cross-lingual 
sentiment classification were analyzed comparatively 
[109]. Both lexicon-based methods and corpus-based 
methods were taken into consideration. Accordingly, with 
four categories of methods, three combination methods 
were proposed to boost the performance of cross-lingual 
sentiment classification. 
With the help of the approach in [82] which analyzes 
latent semantic relations between product features from 
pros and cons reviews, a text mining system for cross-
lingual opinion analysis was developed [110]. In this 
system, a product feature term was characterized as multi-
dimension cross-lingual latent semantic clues and 
categories of features were extracted from reviews in a 
different language. Then, a topic model was applied to 
learn the latent topic structure about product features. 
Similarly, categories of syntactic and stylistic features 
were extracted from English and Arabic corpus and they 
were utilized to predict the sentiment polarities in 
sentence level [111]. Lin et al. argued that bilingual 
lexicon extraction methods tend to lead high complexity 
and unsatisfying precision [112]. Then, a mutual 
information based approach with a probabilistic pair 
alignment method and a word pair refinement algorithm 
was devised to extract a set of English-Chinese feature-
opinion pairs. 
 
2.4 Summarization and Sampling 
Although product features as well as corresponding 
opinions can be identified, as shown in the fifth lane of 
Figure 1, the large volume of consumer opinion data still 
makes it impossible to read and comprehend the entire set. 
Then, a good approach is to provide a brief 
summarization on customer opinions. Hence, the next 
valuable tasks for product designers is to make a 
summarization about general customer concerns or 
sample representative customer feedbacks from big 
opinion data. 
 
2.4.1 Hierarchical Organization of Consumer Reviews 
Yu et al. built a hierarchical product structure by using 
online reviews [113, 114]. First, an initial hierarchy was 
constructed by parsing web pages which provide domain 
knowledge about products. Next, product features were 
extracted from Pros and Cons reviews with the help of 
synonym terms in thesaurus.com and the semantic 
distance between features were learned by analyzing 
underlying aspects. Finally, the aspect hierarchy was 
generated iteratively on the initial hierarchy according to 
three criteria, i.e., minimum hierarchy evolution, 
minimum hierarchy discrepancy and minimum semantic 
inconsistency. Based on this approach, their group 
presented an approach to answer opinion questions [115]. 
Zhai et al. proposed a method to cluster product 
features in online reviews [116]. In this method, two 
linguistic rules were utilized, i.e. feature expression 
sharing same words are likely to belong to the same group 
and the similarity of feature expression can be estimated 
by a WordNet distance-based approach. With these two 
rules, reviews can be self-labeled. Then, using both 
labeled and unlabeled instances, an EM algorithm was 
applied to cluster feature expressions into categories.  
 
2.4.2 Review Summarization 
To provide brief review summarization reports regarding 
customer description of different features will definitely 
facilitate both designers and consumers to grasp the main 
idea in big consumer opinion data. Generally, these 
reports are expected to summarize customer concerns 
about product features at the word level, phrase level or 
sentence level. 
Four kinds of CRFs models were proposed to identify 
features and opinions from online concerns [117]. These 
CRFs were utilized to model dependencies between 
words and, according to identify features and opinions, a 
word level summarization report was presented. A 
summarization approach was proposed for rated aspects 
[118]. In this approach, different topic models were 
advised to identify aspects and a local prediction method 
and a global prediction method were employed to predict 
aspect ratings. Then, top three phrases with the highest 
frequency were selected to represent rated aspects. Also, 
an unsupervised learning approach was developed to 
provide a compact and informative summarization of 
online opinions [119]. In this approach, concepts about 
representativeness and readability were modeled and an 
optimization problem was formulated to seek concise and 
non-redundant phrases from high-frequency n-grams. 
In these studies, a list of words/phrases/sentences that 
represent customer general concerns were provided. 
However, they neglect to group similar customer 
concerns together according to various features and 
present a higher level of opinion summarization for 
product comparison. Accordingly, Zhuang et al. identified 
product features and opinions with the help of manually 
labeled data and seed words in WordNet Then, a review 
summary report of sentence clusters was generated [120]. 
Another review summarization system was reported to 
cluster sentences with similar features in the same 
sentiment polarity [121]. In this system, both hierarchical 
groupwise-average clustering method and a non-
hierarchical exchange method were applied to cluster 
features referred sentences. Then, those sentences with 
maximal information coverage were selected as 
representative sentences.  
There also some studies utilizing the techniques of 
information visualization to summarize big volume of 
online opinions. For instance, a tag cloud based 
visualization approach was developed, which aims to help 
designers to understand a large number of customer 
online reviews [122]. Especially, adjective-noun word 
pairs were utilized to highlight the concentration of 
reviews. Also, a feature-based visualization system was 
built to analyze sentiment polarities of text document 
streams [123]. In this system, pixel map calendars and 
time density plots were applied to provide a global 
overview of the data distribution and to track the concrete 
temporal development of a single feature with high 
frequency. 
 
2.4.3 Review Sampling and Recommendation 
To gain the main concerns of consumers efficiently, some 
studies tried to sample representative sentences and 
recommend instructive reviews from a big volume of 
online comments. 
An opinion summarization was proposed for Bengali 
news articles [124]. In this approach, a CRFs model was 
initially utilized to recognize theme words from 
subjective sentences and theme related sentences were 
clustered by the K-means algorithm. Then, a semantic 
graph was built to model document connections and a 
Page Rank like approach was applied to select 
representative sentences for each theme cluster. Also, to 
cluster reader comments in news articles, two 
probabilistic graph models were developed, in which 
representative sentences were selected by the approach of 
Maximal Marginal Relevance and the approach of 
Ranting & Length [125]. 
Ju et al. tried to evaluate the informativeness of a word 
and a document for effective sampling informative 
reviews [126]. Especially, the informativeness of a word 
was defined as the product of a certain POS proportion 
and the occurring frequency and the informativeness of 
sentences was defined as the normalized sum of 
informativeness of words. Then, an optimization problem 
was formulated to gain informative samples. Besides 
informativeness of sentences, other aspects were 
reckoned. For instance, product features, quality of 
reviews and sentiment polarities of reviews were 
extracted to select a small set of comprehensive reviews 
and various greedy algorithms were testified to balance 
different aspects with information coverage functions 
[127]. However, some argued that review sampling 
should consider the distribution of sentiment polarities. 
For this purpose, an optimization problem was formulated 
to gain a small set of reviews whose information 
closeness is smallest. Then, a greedy algorithm, an 
integer-regression algorithm, and an iterative-random 
algorithm were testified on a big review dataset [128]. 
Also, a review sampling strategy was suggested for 
analyzing corpus with imbalanced opinions by using two 
carefully designed classifiers [129]. 
Besides sampling a set of informative sentences or 
reviews from opinion data, it is also imperative to 
recommend a small set of reviews according to one’s 
personal preferences. The rater-reviewer affinity and the 
rater-review affinity were modeled using different factors 
[130]. Then, an additive function was applied to model 
the mean rating given by a rater to a particular review. A 
matrix factorization model, which considered the 
information about rates and reviews, and a tensor 
factorization model, which considered the information 
about raters, reviewers, and products, were reported to 
recommend reviews for different raters [131]. Based on 
the tensor factorization model, one extended tensor 
factorization method, in which the overall rating of a 
product was incorporated as additional constraint, and 
another unbiased extended tensor factorization model, 
which captures the biases from raters/reviewers who tend 
to give a higher rating, were proposed [132]. 
 
2.4.4 Contrastive Viewpoints Mining 
Although review summarization and review sampling 
provide a quick overview on CRs, perhaps to discriminate 
contrastive customer opinions will provide more valuable 
insights to both consumers and designers. 
Some studies focused on the extraction of opposing 
viewpoints from online opinions. For instance, an 
unsupervised learning method was proposed to identify 
two groups with opposing opinion in a forum [133]. The 
sentiments of threads were determined by SentiWordnet 
and relations about agreement and disagreement were 
inferred by analyzing the consistency within reply-to 
relations and the consistency of user relations. A cross-
perspective topic model was proposed for mining 
contrastive opinions in political documents [134]. The 
distance between different perspectives was evaluated by 
the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Besides, a similar topic 
model was developed to extract topics and expressions 
that indicate contention and agreement topics [135]. 
However, these studies neglect opinions with 
comparative and superlatives. Accordingly, customer 
context-dependent opinions in comparatives and 
superlatives were summarized and a rule-based approach 
was proposed to identify which entity in a comparative 
sentence is preferable [136]. Also, an algorithm based on 
sequential pattern mining with multiple minimum 
supports was applied on POS tags of review sentences 
and sentences with a small number of keywords to 
identify comparative patterns [137]. Xu et al. argued that 
many of these approaches fail to cover many cases of 
comparative sentences [138]. Then, a two-level CRFs 
model was built to identify comparative sentence in 
online reviews. The first level was utilized to model 
relations between entities and words, while the second 
level was to model product relations. 
Some studies also targeted to summarize contrastive 
opinions. A two-stage method was proposed to 
summarize multiple contrastive viewpoints [139]. In the 
first stage, an extended LDA model was utilized to extract 
topics and viewpoints from review text. In the second 
stage, a modified PageRank method was employed to 
sample sentences with similar meaning and contrastive 
meaning. To generate comparative summaries of 
contradictory opinions, an optimization problem was 
formulated [140]. In this optimization problem, both 
content similarity with the same polarity and contrastive 
similarity with opposite polarities were considered for 
contrastive opinion summarization. 
 
2.5 Others 
Besides aforementioned research tasks, there also exist 
studies exploring how online big consumer opinion data 
can be utilized to recommend products, how big 
consumer affect product sales, etc. 
Some researchers argued that consumer preferences 
may vary and it is necessary to recommend products 
according to ones’ personal tastes. For this purpose, 
comparative sentences were analyzed to build a customer 
preference topological network and a PageRank based 
algorithm was applied for product recommendation [141]. 
But the problem is, generally, comparative sentences are 
few in online opinions. Accordingly, McAuley and 
Leskovec extracted latent topics extracted from online 
opinions and these topics were later utilized to estimate 
the correlation between customer preferences and 
products [142]. Besides latent topics, review quality [143], 
elapsed time of online reviews [144], customer 
suggestions [145] and tempo changes of customer 
preferences [146] were reckoned to recommend products. 
However, these studies failed to utilize the affluent 
information about customer similarities and product 
similarities. Xu et al. grouped users and items to hidden 
user communities and item groups respectively by a 
Bayesian Co-clustering approach. A Matrix Factorization 
model was then applied to recommend products in 
consideration of hidden item groups and user 
communities [147]. Similar studies that analyze customer 
demographic distributions [148] and evaluations from 
both opinion leaders, friends, and followers [149] were 
found for product recommendation. 
As online reviews generally represent customer 
opinions and they are publicly available, some researcher 
guessed that these online opinions might affect product 
sales. According, different hypotheses were proposed to 
analyze potential factors of online opinions that might 
influence product sales [150]. Some exemplary 
hypotheses include that favorable reviews might raise 
product sales, reviews from higher quality reviewers 
might influence product sales, favorable/unfavorable 
news written by higher exposure reviewers are different 
from those written by lower exposure reviewers, etc. 
Then, categories of experiments were conducted to testify 
the availability of these hypotheses. According to the 
sentiments in online reviews, two sentiment divergence 
metrics were proposed to analyze how customer 
sentiment potentially affect product sales [151]. Similar 
studies can be also found to utilize online opinions to 
predict product sales rank [152 - 154]. 
 
3 INFORMATION UTILIZATION OF BIG 
CONSUMER OPINION DATA FOR PRODUCT 
DESIGN 
3.1 VOC ranking 
With sufficient VOC are collected, the next phase become 
how to make big consumer opinion data be utilized for 
product design. As shown in Figure 1, the first lane in this 
phase is the ranking of VOC. It essentially points to how 
to make effective analysis towards the put VOC. Actually, 
as a widely used tool to analyze VOC for product design, 
QFD has plentiful applications in the design community 
and different industry scenarios, from conceptual design 
to process planning, and from consumer product design to 
construction project management [155]. In this section, 
several aspects regarding customer affective need 
identification, product functional decomposition for 
conceptual design, the weighting of CRs will be discussed. 
Also, Kano’s Model, which is one widely utilized 
modeling approach for customer concern classification 
and weighting, and its relevant applications are also 
summarized. Finally, in this section, how current studies 
integrate latent online consumers’ opinions into product 
design will be briefly introduced. 
 
3.1.1 Affective Design 
Affective design, also known as Kansei engineering, is an 
effective methodology for the study of interactions 
between human affections and design of products to 
improve consumer satisfaction and has received much 
attention from both academia and industries. It targets at 
incorporating affective CRs into design elements that 
deliver customers’ affective satisfaction and helps 
companies to develop new products that can better satisfy 
the emotional CRs. 
An early outline conceptual framework was proposed 
for affective design, in which concepts from the Activity 
Theory was initially borrowed to understand affective 
CRs, emotion, and sentiment [156]. It motivated 
discussions regarding the interaction design and HCI 
(Human-Computer Interaction) communities concerning 
customer affections. Later, an improved framework was 
presented to assist the development of emotionally 
appealing products by eliciting CRs [157]. Several 
aspects of the Kansei engineering and relevant fields of 
linguistics, engineering, and psychology in affective 
design were explored for further functionality and user 
support. According to these theoretical studies, some 
prototype systems for affective design were built, i.e., a 
system for iterative product concept development [158], a 
system integrating interactions among affective design, 
engineering, and marketing issues [159]. 
Actually, before the deep discussion about complex 
models to gain optimal portfolios of ECs in affective 
design, designers have to make full understanding about 
customers’ affective responses. For this purpose, a 
framework which reckoned characteristics of users, tasks, 
products, and environment was developed and several 
challenges on the definition about valid and reliable 
measurements of customer affect were discussed [160]. 
Hsu et al. collected Kansei adjectives from literature and 
utilized the Kawakita Jiro method to classify folding 
bikes into different groups [161]. With this approach, 
significantly different customers’ descriptions on their 
affections were found in different groups. Similarly, 
emotion-related physiological responses were explained 
in the viewpoint of sympathetic and parasympathetic 
nervous systems [162]. Then, various sensor 
measurements were invited to capture human emotion 
reactivity in product design or systems engineering 
context. Additionally, a neural network-based approach 
was developed to analyze individual customer’ affective 
responses to products [163]. Based on this model, 
different models were integrated for the analysis of a 
group of opinions on the basis of mean market affective 
responses. Also, based on studies that explored an 
individual’s affective responses in several ways, some 
scholar made a combination of different affective reaction 
to analyze consumers’ emotional stimuli [164]. 
Note that the incorporation of affective CRs into 
affective design aims to optimize customers’ affective 
satisfaction. With several practical constraints, a rule-
guided search GA approach was applied to determine the 
optimal design attribute settings for affective design [165]. 
Also, relations of customer affections were considered to 
derive ECs values for optimized affective design [166, 
167]. Jiang et al. argued that affective analysis and 
determination of engineering specifications were often 
conducted separately, which might induce different 
settings on the design attributes and engineering 
requirements [168]. Then, a multi-objective optimization 
model was formulated, which considered affective 
analysis and the determination of engineering 
specifications simultaneously. Besides, a structural 
equation modeling based approach that considers 
apparent usability and affective quality [169] and a fuzzy 
regression method for the analysis of affective quality and 
fuzziness [170] were reported to optimize customers’ 
affective satisfaction. 
Besides, several interesting research problems in 
affective design also explored, such as the identification 
and elicitation of affective CRs [171 - 173], the 
quantification of connection between CRs and ECs [174], 
management of design information [175], auditory 
intuitive emotions for the evaluation of products [176], 
mass personalization [177], influence analysis and 
evaluation of user experiences in product experience 
engineering [178 - 180]. 
 
3.1.2 Morphology Design 
Over the last several decades, the conceptual design has 
been paid increasing attention by academia and industry 
and plays an important role in NPD. Specifically, 
functional decomposition and morphology become the 
most common conceptual design method and the 
morphology enables designers to analyze all solutions 
that occur at the same time. 
Generally, the morphological matrix, as one a popular 
tool for conceptual design, is welcome in many 
approaches for NPD. For instance, a formal mathematical 
framework that integrates the morphological matrix in a 
computerized conceptual design was proposed [181]. In 
this framework, the matrix was quantified, which 
associated each solution principle with a set of 
characteristics, and an optimization problem was 
formulated for the selection of individual solutions. Also, 
the morphological matrix was utilized to select most 
appropriate solution on the manipulator travel frame 
design projection [182]. Also, based on space matrix, an 
integrated model of function repository and solution 
repository was built. Next, according to the built space 
matrix, a computational conceptual design process was 
proposed, which includes design synthesis algorithm 
based on space matrix, feature matching based on 
physical parameter, solutions constraints matching based 
on design catalog, functional structure design based on 
functional structure evolutionary model, and evaluation 
and selection approach based on design catalog [183]. 
However, Ma et al. argued that quantitative evaluations to 
each function solution and subjective evaluation 
uncertainties were seldom considered in a morphological 
matrix based conceptual design approaches, which induce 
potentially difficult to obtain the optimal conceptual 
design by combining various function solution principles 
[184]. Then, customer preferences with subjective 
uncertainties and the information of product failure data 
were utilized to evaluate function solution principles and, 
based on a fuzzy morphological matrix approach, a fuzzy 
multi-objective optimization model was developed for 
conceptual design. 
Nonetheless, some criticisms appear toward 
conventional systematic design regarding functional 
decomposition and morphology, such as difficulty in 
unanimous function decomposition, poor diffusion in 
industry, etc. Then, scholars innovate different 
approaches to make improvements in current studies or 
supply some complementary solutions. For instance, it 
was found difficult to make automated functional 
decomposition since there is no consensus on the concept 
of “function” [185]. Then, an automated functional 
decomposition method was developed, in which a 
hierarchical material structure representation and a 
hierarchical shape graph were utilized to model the 
morphological changes of material flows. Some argued 
that many conventional design evaluation methods do not 
support multiple outcomes. Accordingly, a Bayesian 
Belief Network (BBN) was utilized to learn relations 
between design variables from previous morphological 
design chart and a user interface was developed for the 
dynamical search in the conceptual design [186]. Based 
on QFD, a 3D morphological chart which integrated CRs 
was proposed for design variance of simple and 
technically mature products [187]. It was argued that such 
3D assembly facilitated marketing, design, and 
manufacturing teams for better visual stimuli. Besides, 
some new solutions were proposed as complements to 
those methods utilize functional decomposition and 
morphology. For instance, a new conceptual design 
approach that focuses on fundamental logic and main 
tools [188] and a parameter analysis approach which 
helps to identify dominant conceptual level issues and 
relations repeatedly [189] were reported. 
Also, studies in recent years introduced biomimetic 
design for concept design. To provide a better 
representation model of objects in geometric model-based 
design, according to on the set theory and mathematical 
morphology, the machining process was integrated for 
designing objects and an analogy between the design and 
machining processes was established to provide a generic 
and robust geometry model [190]. In addition, it was 
found that design methods in the morphological domain 
fail to examine whether a solution is optimal. Then, a new 
approach based on systematic biology and evolutionary 
biology was suggested for the verification and validation 
[191]. Besides, adaptive morphology was introduced for 
robots design to reduce tradeoffs during locomotion. It 
helps to provide new functional materials and structures 
and allow to accommodate according to opposing 
dynamic requirements [192]. 
 
3.1.3 Technical Blueprint 
In QFD research and development, the identification of 
CRs and their relative weights are probably the first focus 
since these tasks may affect the selection of optimal target 
values of ECs. 
A hierarchical approach was introduced to extract CRs 
[193], which includes the verbatim construct, the 
superordinate construct, and the imposed construct. Then, 
an ART2 neural network was built to analyze customer 
segmentation and to conduct the market analysis. For the 
prioritization of CRs, the simplest method may be based 
on a numeric scale, e.g., from one to ten, where ten often 
means something like the indispensable ones [194]. Due 
to a substantial amount of human efforts involved in VOC 
interpretation, a conjoint analysis method was put forward 
to compare VOC in a pairwise manner for their relative 
weights [195]. Han et al. designed a linear partial 
ordering approach to obtain precision prioritization 
information about VOC [196]. It was argued to be 
capable to reduce the burden on the extraction of VOC 
weights and ECs’ relations. However, CRs might change 
along the time. Accordingly, the grey theory was 
introduced into QFD to monitor the changes of VOC 
importance [197]. Similarly, a Markov chain model was 
integrated into QFD to analyze changes of VOC weights 
[198]. Some researchers also argued that the 
determination of the importance of VOC should consider 
not only the fulfillment degree of CRs but also the 
competitive products. Accordingly, a method that 
considering competitive products, current performance, 
and customer satisfaction was proposed to determine the 
importance of CRs [199]. 
To calculate the relative importance of VOC and to 
handle design concept variations, the analytic hierarchy 
process (AHP) has been introduced. AHP was originally 
developed for the sake of resource allocation and 
planning [200]. In product design, AHP basically 
establishes a design concept hierarchy with prioritized 
subordinates. Then AHP decomposes the linguistic-based 
CRs into different levels of subordinates and alternatives 
according to their correlations. Due to the mathematical 
rigor in AHP framework that facilitates prioritization, 
incorporating AHP into QFD for NPD provided many 
promising results to improve the conventional QFD 
limitation. Armacost et al. developed a framework for 
prioritizing VOC in QFD to improve industrialized 
housing design and manufacturing process [201]. An 
integration of AHP and QFD was also reported for 
location planning under some practical requirements 
[202]. A framework that incorporated fuzzy set and AHP 
was shown to prioritize VOC in target planning for QFD 
[203]. Then, an example from automotive product 
development was illustrated to verify the availability of 
this framework. Fung combined QFD, AHP and fuzzy set 
theory in a hybrid system to measure and prioritize the 
imprecise VOC [204]. Wang et al. compared the 
prioritization matrix method and AHP on several factors, 
namely, time, cost, difficulty, and accuracy [205]. They 
concluded that if time, cost and difficulty are the major 
concerns in product improvement, the prioritization 
matrix method is preferred, while where accuracy is the 
major requirement, the AHP method would be a better 
choice.  
 
3.1.4 Kano’s Model 
Some researchers associated Kano’s Model with QFD to 
obtain and understand CRs. Kano’s Model is a useful tool 
for understanding CRs and their impacts on customer 
satisfaction. In Kano’s Model, different CRs are 
categorized based on how well they are able to affect 
customer satisfaction. CRs are distinguished as must-be 
attributes, one-dimensional attributes, attractive attributes 
and indifferent attributes. 
Matzler and Hinterhuber categorized CRs into different 
groups and evaluated their importance based on Kano’s 
Model. This categorization of CRs was then utilized in 
QFD for NPD [206]. Shen et al. also took customer 
attributes analyzed by Kano’s Model as the input of 
planning matrix in QFD to help designers for better CRs 
understanding [207]. But these efforts are qualitative to 
combine Kano’s Model into QFD with little quantitative 
analysis. Lai et al. utilized a customer survey to estimate 
customer satisfaction and customer dissatisfaction values 
[208]. Different from existing studies, quantity values 
were utilized to integrate Kano’s Model into the QFD by 
establishing a mathematical programming model to 
optimize product design. Later, Mu et al. proposed to 
bring Kano’s Model into QFD to quantify CRs in an 
uncertain and vague environment [209]. A fuzzy multi-
objective model was then suggested to balance between 
customer satisfaction and development cost. Kwong, 
Wong, and Chan utilized a neuro-fuzzy approach to 
generate a customer satisfaction model [210]. A concrete 
example was given to demonstrate that their model was 
better than a statistical regression approach. Some other 
researchers also proposed a method that integrated 
Kano’s Model with QFD to recognize the importance of 
an attribute for customer satisfaction maximization [211, 
212]. Ji et al. integrated Kano’s Model with QFD in 
consideration of both discrete variables and continuous 
variables and an integer optimization problem was 
formulated to maximize customer satisfaction [212]. In 
addition, corporate decision making and engineering 
decision making were integrated for customer-driven 
quality improvement efforts [213]. Especially, potential 
attributes were classified and prioritized for further 
improvement using Kano’s Model and QFD based on 
rigorous business analysis and trade-off studies. 
Chen and Chuang present a robust design approach to 
achieve a higher level of customer satisfaction in aesthetic 
qualities [214]. In such robust design approach, grey 
relational analysis with the Taguchi method was proposed 
to optimize subjective qualities with multiple-criteria 
characteristics. Then, the Kano’s model was employed to 
balance the weights of multiple-criteria for designers to 
understand relations between performance criteria and 
customer satisfaction. To decide weights of multiple-
criteria, some studies applied regression methods with 
dummy variables to recognize critical attributes, but such 
kind of methods might lead to an inaccurate classification 
of multiple-criteria in some specific condition [215]. 
Accordingly, a moderated regression approach was 
proposed to improve the performance of the dummy 
regression method with dummy variables, which aims to 
produce more accurate attribute classification for Kano’s 
Model. A similar study was conducted to measure and 
quantify the relationships between customer satisfaction 
and the fulfillment of customer requirements in Kano's 
Model [216]. 
 
3.1.5 Latent Online Users 
As mentioned in previous sections, online reviews and 
social network sites provide valuable information about 
CRs. Many studies began to explore how to extract latent 
CRs from online users. 
To invite online users for product design, the first task 
becomes how to obtain CRs efficiently. A text 
summarization approach was presented to assemble CRs 
from product reviews [217]. Then, a ranking strategy was 
proposed to find critical CRs. A Bayesian sampling 
approach was proposed to extract CRs from online 
reviews [218]. In this approach, critical terms were 
sampled from CRs related items. Then, the term 
disambiguation problem and the keyword recognition 
problem were investigated to maximize the overall 
performance of the feature identification. Tuarob and 
Tucker tried to learn CRs from tweets and they define the 
product favorability as the product of polarity, 
subjectivity, and popularity [219]. Then, the product 
favorability was utilized to select the most and the least 
favorite products. To obtain sufficient CRs and present an 
overall picture of a specific product, online opinions in 
multiple sources were reckoned. For instance, an 
unsupervised probabilistic graph model was proposed to 
extract and normalize attributes jointly from multiple web 
pages, which tackled both page-independent content 
information and page-dependent layout information of the 
text fragments in Web pages [220]. Four different types 
of online opinions, including blog postings, discussion 
board threads, user reviews and critic reviews, were 
compared in terms of POS distribution, information gain 
of different POS in different types and other information 
evaluation metrics [221].  
A deep learning model based on an improved stacked 
denoising auto-encoder on sentence-level features was 
proposed. It aims to extract relations among various 
named entities (e.g., enterprises, products, demands, and 
capabilities) underlying the text-based context and such 
social interaction context is expected to be utilized to 
provide more information for cross-enterprise 
manufacturing demand-capability matchmaking [222]. 
Also, a pointwise mutual information based method and 
an unsupervised learning method were employ to identify 
relations between topic terms that were identified from 
multiple sources and then the topic hierarchy was 
generated according to the identified relations [223]. 
Besides, based on customer online opinions, a pairwise 
ranking approach and an integer programming model 
were proposed to prioritize CRs according to customer 
satisfaction [224]. 
Note that, one straightforward approach to describe 
customer preferences is to profile each consumer with 
some informative labels. For this purpose, some 
innovated models were present to generate labels to 
characterize customer demographic data. For example, a 
logistic regression based framework was proposed to 
predict the labels of users in social media, in which 
multiple relations in social network were reckoned in a 
semi-supervised method [225]. Similarly, categories in 
news media were projected into short texts in social 
media to model user’s interests and both articles and 
relevant categories in Wikipedia were employed to reduce 
the semantic gap between social media and news media 
[226]. Also, customer demographic data were learned 
from purchased products [227]. Especially, customer 
profiling was formulated as a multi-task multi-class 
problem and a structured neural embedding model was 
proposed to learn the representations of products. 
However, consumers might present different interests on 
various product aspects. To cluster consumers with 
similar interests, a permutation-based structural topic 
model was proposed [228]. Using this model, the 
frequency of different product aspects and the occurrence 
ordering were presented. Some researchers also proposed 
a method to identify consumer clusters and corresponding 
opinion leaders within the specific consumer cluster [229]. 
Additionally, many studies talk about how products are 
diffused in the social network. Social influences from 
different topics were estimated by a factor graph model 
and an efficient affinity propagation algorithm was 
proposed to analyze latent associations between topics 
[230]. A decision-making process in E-commerce was 
analyzed by considering the social influence of online 
reviews [231]. Also, two posterior evaluation models 
were proposed to check whether online ratings were 
independent of others’ recommendations [232]. In this 
study, influential friends were found by considering social 
positions of users in the friendship network and their 
personal characteristics were independent of other 
individuals. According to different assumptions of social 
interaction behavior, different models were proposed and 
compared to measure the social influence that one may 
receive from his or her friends [233]. It was found that a 
member’s ego-centric network should be measured by a 
model that considers both the frequency of interaction and 
friends’ evaluation. Similarly, the amount of influence 
was found to be moderated by both recipients’ perception 
of their opinion leaders and the sources’ volume of 
product usage [234]. Besides, both sociometric and self-
reported measures of opinion leadership were found to be 
weakly correlated with different kinds of adoption-related 
behaviors.  
 
3.2 Connect VOC to Engineering Design 
The next critical step in the phase that makes use of big 
consumer opinion data is how to integrate selected 
important VOC into product design. The second lane of 
this phase in Figure 1 list some highly relevant studies 
regarding this topic, which include how to connect 
selected important VOC, how design concepts are 
generated, how design ideas are generated, etc. 
 
3.2.1 General Idea 
In customer-driven product design, after successfully 
identifying CRs, designers start to consider how to 
interpret CRs to improve their products. Especially, how 
to connect CRs with ECs is one important question in 
QFD. Several contributions are made visible in this area. 
Generally, in the design area, studies about connecting 
CRs with ECs have to cope with the inherent vagueness 
of human language and subjective judgment in VOC 
[235]. This problem is often seen to be analyzed by 
introducing the fuzzy set theory [236, 237] or the rough 
set theory [238] into QFD. For instance, Harding et al. 
claimed that market-driven strategies encourage 
enterprises to launch products that customers want to buy 
[236]. Then, to meet CRs and facilitate information 
sharing between members of extended design teams, they 
developed a market-driven design system based on fuzzy 
logic for the interpretation of market information into 
product specifications. Fung et al. integrated the idea of 
the least squares regression into fuzzy linear regression 
and proposed an asymmetric fuzzy linear regression 
method [237]. This fuzzy linear regression method was 
utilized to estimate the uncertainty in the functional 
relations between CRs and ECs for product planning, 
which is one of an important process in NPD based on 
QFD. In their later research, a fuzzy expert system was 
proposed to identify important ECs [239]. In this fuzzy 
expert system, both the importance of ECs and their 
mutual impacts were considered in a fuzzy environment 
using QFD and the fuzzy relation measures between CRs 
and ECs were estimated. Similarly, a fuzzy regression-
based approach [240] and a novel multi-objective genetic 
algorithm (GA) based rule-mining method [241] were 
developed for analyzing the connection between CRs and 
ECs. Besides, both past sales records and product 
specifications [242], creative thinking process [243] and 
customer online concerns [244] were taken into 
considerations for the connection between CRs and ECs. 
In addition, to balance affective and engineering 
concerns, a hybrid association mining and a refinement 
mechanism were applied to support affective mapping 
decisions [245]. Specifically, the rough set and a K 
optimal rule discovery approach were applied to identify 
hidden relations underlying forward affective mapping. 
Next, based on conjoint analysis, a weighted ordinal 
logistic regression was derived to model backward 
affective mapping in consideration of affective quality. 
Linguistic variables were also found to be more 
appropriate to describe the inputs of QFD [246]. The 
method using linguistic variables is different from the 
previous efforts where the input data were assumed to be 
precise and treated as numerical data only [194, 195, 247]. 
But linguistic variables were found sometimes difficult to 
be handled for the subjective assessments [248]. To ease 
this problem, an integrated linguistic-based group 
decision-making approach was proposed to cope with 
multiple types and multi-granularity linguistic 
assessments given by multiple decision-makers in QFD 
planning. This approach processes words in CRs directly 
and minimizes the risk of loss of information, without 
translating linguistic information into various fuzzy 
numbers. In an uncertain and vague environment, Kano’s 
Model was also reported to be integrated into QFD to 
quantify CRs [209]. A fuzzy multi-objective model was 
reported to be utilized to balance customer satisfaction 
and development cost. Recently, Lan, Liu and Lu 
developed a deep belief net based approach to discover 
design tasks and quantify their interactions from different 
design document archives [249]. The proposed model was 
utilized to discover design tasks by unfolding hidden units 
by sets of strongly connected words and estimate 
interactions among tasks on the basis of their co-
occurrence frequency in a hidden topic space. 
 
3.2.2 Concept Generation 
Product conceptualization is regarded as a key activity in 
NPD and generally, it involves concept generation and 
evaluation, which play a crucial role in early stage of 
design process. In recent years, much research into the 
development of these two tasks has looked at the concept 
generation stage. 
A process of repeated steps regarding both concept 
generation and conception evaluation was utilized for 
conceptual design [250]. In this research, different levels 
of solution abstraction and tasks at each level were 
described and extended solutions were presented which 
include kind synthesis, spatial synthesis, and physical 
synthesis. According to this study, the concept generation 
was regarded to involve both analysis and synthesis 
activities. Then, the concept generation process was 
analyzed by comparing it with a linguistic interpretation 
process and the concept synthesis process was examined 
by recognizing concept blending and non-alignable 
differences [251]. However, these two activities were 
argued to be interchangeable rather than independent 
[252]. Accordingly, a new method was proposed to treat 
concept generation as a proposition-making process and 
adapt the formal logic definitions of analytic and 
synthetic propositions to generate new concepts. 
Design concept evaluation was often argued to one 
important step, which is believed to influence the later 
stages of concept design and the success of the whole 
design solutions. It hence attracts many researchers to 
innovate various approaches analyzing technical details 
about concept evaluation. Rondini et al. complained that 
approaches regarding Product-Service System (PSS) 
design only discussed requirement generation and 
identification for service design and only one or two 
phases were analyzed for concept development and 
evaluation [253]. Then, a Product-Service concept tree 
was designed to identify and evaluate PSS. Also, AHP 
based approach [254] and GA based approach [255] were 
reported for concept evaluation.  But some argued that 
many studies regarding concept evaluation do not 
consider to satisfy design constraints and maximize 
customers’ preferences [256]. Accordingly, a two-step 
approach was introduced to evaluate the best concept, 
which includes relative importance ranking of design 
criteria and elicitation of customers’ preferences in the 
form of rough numbers.  
There also some studies analyzing concept generation 
and evaluation at the same time. General sorting 
techniques were adapted for initial requirements 
acquisition and platform definition [257]. Then, a fuzzy c-
Means algorithm was employed to cluster design options 
and select preferred product concepts. Similarly, a group 
of concepts was generated by a GA based approach and 
the concept evaluation was implemented using a fuzzy 
neural network to obtain an optimal concept [258]. 
Combined with the theory of inventive problem solving 
(TRIZ) methodology, a framework that utilized fuzzy 
linguistic evaluation was proposed to obtain design 
concepts from knowledge domain and to evaluate 
alternative concepts for the determination of promising 
product concepts [259]. 
Some studies investigate sources for concept 
generation, e.g. design library, design patents, customer 
opinions, cloud sourcing, etc. Conventionally, conceptual 
solutions were generated from design library or design 
patents. For instance, a computational design tool was 
developed to create conceptual solutions to detailed 
functional specifications by expanding online design 
library in the form of procedural rules [260]. Liang et al. 
built a text analysis approach to discover design rationale 
from design patents for concept generation [261]. In 
particular, a semantic sentence graph was built to model 
sentence relations and a manifold ranking algorithm was 
utilized to highlight issue related sentences. Similarly, the 
techniques of natural language processing was also 
applied to conduct function dividing process in 
conceptual design. For instance, Yamamoto et al. 
extracted linguistic hierarchal structures to highlight 
hierarchal relationships between the upper- and lower-
level functions [262]. 
A Convolutional Neural Network model was innovated 
to quantify the ability of a digital design concept to 
perform a function based on 3D convolutions that predict 
functional quantities of digital design concepts [263]. 
Another computational framework was described to 
measure the novelty, feasibility, and diversity of design 
concepts based on design patents [264]. Besides these 
conventional sources to extract design concepts, customer 
opinions were reckoned. It was found that a group of 
customers often present certain preferences that are 
related to the same product [265]. Customer descriptions 
and design requirements were regarded as higher level 
concepts and lower level concepts respectively. Then, 
customer preferences were translated to design domain 
ontologies for concept generation from customer 
preferences. Similarly, customer opinions in customer 
center were transformed to CRs.  Then, the new product 
specification was built according to different groups of 
CRs [266]. Also, online customer opinions were reported 
to be utilized for design concept generation. According to 
customer online opinions, a design framework was built 
to abstract relevant design concepts and build a database 
of logic propositions [267] and an optimization problem 
was formulated for design concept selection to maximize 
potential profit by considering both design constraints and 
hierarchical customer preferences [268]. Moreover, some 
researchers explained that several practical challenges 
hinder the crowdsourcing to be widely utilized to acquire 
innovative concepts [269]. Then, a concept re-
construction module for concept selection and evaluation 
was designed to organize word tokens, which were 
extracted from online crowd-sourced concepts. The 
module was later integrated into a unified frame using 
domain ontology and extended design knowledge.  
There also exist studies conducting experiments to 
promote new approaches to visualize concepts [270, 271], 
to capture and classify concepts in maintenance process 
[272], to examine the effectiveness of a committee on 
conception generation and selection [273, 274], to make 
eco-related and sustainability-related decisions within the 
conceptual design phase [275], etc. 
 
3.2.3 Idea Generation 
The ability to develop innovative new products can be a 
source of competitive advantage for any firm. The 
generation of ideas for new products, as the very first step 
to promote the development of innovative products, is 
often a critical and creative activity for both management 
practitioners and scholars. In this area, much research 
efforts have been put on the process development of idea 
generation and evaluation, the sources of idea generation, 
factors on idea generation, etc. 
A system that facilitates industrial designers’ divergent 
thinking process was built [276]. It aims to avoid the dead 
end on generating fresh ideas and generate new concepts 
from the intersection of different groups of designer’s 
idea sketches. Also, a system was presented to support 
idea generation in PSS [277]. In such system, designers’ 
acquisition of new design solutions was provided by case-
based knowledge base and ideas were evaluated 
considering both customer satisfaction and resource 
constraints. Based on the techniques of both Axiomatic 
Design and TRIZ, a hybrid model of the problem-solving 
was created for innovative product design by integrating 
problem analysis and idea generation approaches into the 
conceptual design stage [278]. However, these studies 
were criticized since incremental innovation is the only 
focus [279]. Then, a creative idea generation framework, 
including future envision, opportunity identification and 
analysis, idea generation, idea expansion and ideation 
control, was developed for the fuzzy front end of radical 
innovation from the user experience perspective. Besides, 
preferences about the last group of customers that adopt a 
product were integrated as an important source for 
innovative products and services and a specially designed 
approach was developed [280]. They advocated that such 
method will increase such group of customers’ perception 
of different aspects and help radical or incremental 
innovations in NPD. 
Generally, there exist several sources for idea 
generalization, such as internal perspectives from 
managers, discussions in meetings, opinions from social 
network sites, etc. For the effectiveness of idea generation 
meetings, a model that considers functions of sketching 
activities as interactions with the group’s external 
memory was introduced and it was found that supporting 
a re-interpretive cycle in the individual thinking process 
and enhancing access to earlier ideas were more helpful 
[281]. For the effectiveness of idea generation team, a 
research study was conducted to investigate the 
specialization and diverse expertise of the idea generation 
team as well as goal constraint on the generation of new 
product ideas [282]. A deep learning model was to cluster 
multiple concepts for product development, which are 
designed by individual team members and descripted by 
natural language [283]. The model is expected to support 
design teams in identifying possible areas of “over-
clustering” or “under-clustering” in order to enhance 
divergent concept generation processes. Zahay et al. 
suggested that online crowdsourcing will provide insights 
for idea generation on product line extension and help to 
improve the process of NPD [284]. Simon and Tellier 
argued that few studies were conducted regarding factors 
that encourage actors to shape social networks during the 
development of new ideas [285]. Then, a qualitative 
analysis was conducted and four factors explaining why 
actors turn to others during the idea-development process 
were identified. In addition, an exploratory survey was 
conducted to examine the profitability of different sources 
of new product ideas that are currently used by companies 
in the support of creativity [286]. 
Also, some research studies investigate how creative 
ideas are generated. For instance, an experiment was 
conducted to understand how newly acquired information 
was accepted and integrated into a design problem [287]. 
It was found that information that is more distantly 
related to the design problem may affect idea generation 
more if it is a new problem with an open goal, while 
information that is more obviously similar to the problem 
may impact idea generation more if it is an old one. 
Similarly, how creative ideas are promoted or filtered 
throughout the design process was examined for 
education on students major in engineering design [288]. 
Besides, four knowledge creation modes of socialization, 
externalization, combination, and internalization [289 - 
292] were integrated to product idea generation [293]. It 
was found that socialization and internalization present 
positive relations with product idea generation. 
Relevant studies regarding idea generation also include 
how to utilize semantics-based strategies and structure-
based strategies on creative analogy retrieval for NPD 
[294], how to build different simulation analysis models 
and merge it into the existing prototype according to 
knowledge structures [295], how to develop metrics to 
evaluate the effectiveness of ideas [296], how different 
external representations in engineering design influence 
design fixation [297], etc. 
 
3.3 Comparisons and Ranking 
In a competitive market, many companies offer a variety 
of products to compete for market shares in different 
segments. Due to the rich information about competitive 
products is widely available, both designers and 
consumers face the challenges to understand pros and 
cons. It triggers the interests of many researchers to 
explore how to make effective comparisons or provide a 
ranking of different alternatives. Accordingly, as 
presented in Figure 1, the third lane of the phase that 
focusing on information utilization of big consumer 
opinion data for product design become product 
comparison and product ranking. 
Some researchers employ product descriptions for 
comparisons and ranking. A set of product descriptions in 
natural language were utilized to build a product 
comparison matrix, which provides a condensed view 
regarding a family of products [298]. To support ontology 
development in design engineering, an information search 
and retrieval framework was built based on the 
semantically annotated multi-facet product family 
ontology [299]. In such framework, a document profile 
model was described to suggest semantic tags for 
annotation purpose and both faceted search and retrieval 
of product information were implemented for product 
ranking. Similarly, a general approach to assess product 
semantics was presented, which aims to help designers 
understand some semantic parts and rank product 
prototypes [300]. Also, a deep learning approach was 
developed to construct an unsupervised learning ontology 
network for discovering the various associations between 
individual knowledge concepts, in which the subsequent 
probability and velocity network analysis with different 
statistical behaviors were applied to evaluate the 
correlation degree between concepts for design 
information retrieval [301]. 
Besides, some scholars invite customer concerns for 
product comparison and recommendation. For instance, 
according to the Kansei studies, a Personal construct 
theory (PCT) based product configuration analysis 
method was proposed to extract customer emotion-related 
product attributes and a means-value chain was used to 
generate labels of comparable targets for competitor 
analysis [302]. But this method was found to fail to 
classify products based on the quantitative and qualitative 
characteristics [303]. Then, an optimization problem was 
formulated to cluster products according to market basket 
data. However, many studies neglect sustainability and 
environment-related criteria. Then, the concept about 
environment-related ECs was described and an 
environment-related comparison of products was 
conducted from the point of view of both manufacturers 
and consumers [304]. Some studies also made product 
ranking and recommendation from product feature level 
in the perspective of consumers. For instance, multi-
format preference information was utilized in an 
integrated approach, which incorporates group decision-
making, multi-format preference analyses, and three types 
of least square models, to achieve a higher level of higher 
customer satisfaction [305]. In addition, a fuzzy cognitive 
pairwise comparison method was built to evaluate 
consumer preferences for multiple features and 
techniques of fuzzy grading clustering were employed to 
group the product alternatives into different consumer 
preference grades [306]. Similarly, considering multiple 
criteria and alternatives, a primitive cognitive network 
was developed to build an effective product ranking 
strategy [307]. 
However, to obtain sufficient customer opinions is 
sometimes time-consuming. Note that, as aforementioned 
above, a large volume of online reviews provide valuable 
customer opinions, which induces that such online 
information was introduced to make product comparisons. 
In some earlier studies, comparative sentences only were 
analyzed for product comparisons and ranking. For 
instance, product names were extracted from online 
reviews by the techniques of CRFs and two applications 
were presented for product comparison [308]. A graph 
propagation method was proposed to compare products in 
considerations of online reviews and community-based 
question answering [309]. In this method, comparative 
sentences were first extracted from online reviews and the 
number of preference between products was then utilized 
to build a product comparison graph. Later, a product 
comparison network was reported by exploiting 
comparative sentences in online reviews [310]. Three 
different types of graphs were built according to the 
overall consumer sentiments and different regression 
models were utilized to analyze the factors that influence 
the product rank. According to [310], another product 
comparison network was built [311]. In this network, 
transitive sentiment, rather than averaged sentiment or 
overall opinions, was utilized to analyze the network 
influence. However, comparative sentences only account 
for a small proportion of online opinions. Then, a system 
was built to identify product weakness from online 
reviews and such information was analyzed for product 
comparison [312]. Also, according to the identified 
sentiment orientations, an intuitionistic fuzzy number was 
constructed to represent the performance of an alternative 
product at the feature level. Then, techniques of an 
intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging operator and 
preference ranking organization methods for enrichment 
evaluations II were borrowed for product comparisons 
[313]. However, it was arguably important to predict the 
rank of products in the near future. Then, affinity rank 
history, average ratings, and affinity evolution distance 
were extracted from online reviews and the 
AutoRegressive model with exogenous inputs was 
applied to rank products [314]. Besides, a digraph 
structure was built according to both descriptive online 
opinions and comparative online opinions, from which an 
overall eWOM score for each product and a ranking of 
products were derived [315]. 
 
3.4 User Needs Evolution 
The last lane in Figure 1 refer to studies that concerns 
user needs evolution. Actually, the success of customer-
driven products is highly dependent on whether CRs are 
satisfied. However, nowadays, enterprises have to capture 
the fast evolution of customer tastes and make the proper 
adjustment to respond consumers’ requirements. 
Generally, to provide valuable information for enterprises, 
two sub-problems were widely discussed in the academic 
field, e.g. how to make corresponding engineering 
changes corresponding to the changes of CRs and how to 
make an effective prediction regarding future CRs. 
For the first problem, different levels of changes in 
production planning were analyzed, such as changes in 
product family design, product line design, product 
configuration, etc. In some early studies considering CRs 
changes, to formalizing front-end processes was 
suggested for efficient understanding on CRs to cope with 
continuous changing markets. It was argued that such 
approach helps to and result in consistently more 
successful new products in NPD [316]. According to 
discussions on a multi-domain transmission mode of 
dynamic requirements, a product family flexible design 
method was proposed to adjust design parameters based 
on the uncertainty analysis of market demand changes in 
the future for customer satisfaction and mass 
customization manufacturing [317]. Based on the fitness 
evaluation of a product line from marketing and 
engineering, a multi-objective optimization problem was 
built for product line design to satisfy changing CRs and 
maintaining commonality in product platforms [318]. To 
meet changes in both CRs and new technologies, 
manufacturing companies have to pay attention to 
production planning and control in the planning and 
control of engineering changes in manufacturing systems. 
For this purpose, approaches to implementing production 
planning and control were compared on different tasks 
[319]. A three-phase evaluation model, that incorporates 
fuzzy theory, value engineering, and multi-criterion, was 
developed to find optimal strategies for product 
configuration changes and combination selection on 
product component suppliers [320]. Besides, to reduce the 
total process time for engineering changes in the complex 
product development, a Monte Carlo based simulation 
algorithm was proposed to select the most economic 
propagation path for design change in a practical product 
development process which involve multiple design tasks 
and different relationships among these tasks [321]. A 
similar study was conducted using process simulations to 
generate possible modes that analyze factors on the life 
cycle of the newly designed products for the forecast 
about the success of new product configuration [322]. 
For the second problem, a large volume of consumer 
preferences was collected to analyze the dynamic change 
pattern and make a proper forecast. A CRs analysis and 
forecast (CRAF) system that provide product 
development functions with quantitative and qualitative 
CRs information was developed to forecast dynamic CRs 
and lower the risk in NPD for fast changing markets [323]. 
A time series exponential smoothing technique was 
employed to forecast future attribute trend patterns and 
[324]. Then, a CRs demand model that reflects emerging 
product preferences and a classification approach that 
helps to identify attributes that have low predictive power 
was developed. Similarly, a new algorithm combining 
decision tree for large-scale data, discrete choice analysis 
for demand modeling, and automatic time series 
forecasting for trend analysis was proposed to capture 
hidden and upcoming trends of product demand [325]. 
However, Guo et al. argued that CRs should be classified 
to easily obtained CRs, predictable CRs and unpredictable 
CRs [326]. Then, unpredictable CRs were analyzed by 
introducing the core idea of design-driven innovation and 
such problem was formulated as a problem that CRs 
generation was triggered by resources variation in the 
super system. Besides, online opinions were reported to 
be utilized to predict product preference design trends 
[327] and to monitor changes in customer opinions [328]. 
 
4 RESEARCH TRENDS, CHALLENGES AND 
FUTURE STUDIES 
As pointed out by MIT Technology Review [329 - 331], 
we are experiencing a revolution stage in business where 
new ways of collecting, analyzing, and organizing 
consumer opinion data are emerging, because innovative 
information technologies are helping marketing managers 
and product designers to make well-informed decisions, 
and to meet their desires for economic efficiency and 
customer satisfaction. However, it is at an early stage of 
the revolution despite being an obsession of valuable 
consumer opinion data in NPD. To really see what is 
happening, critical evaluation should be summarized 
based on what has been achieved and what remains far 
from being solved with respect to the exploitation and 
integration of such data in product and service design. 
Next, several challenges and open problems are 
highlighted to signify the importance of future studies in 
this trendy research thrust. 
(1) In order to promote more competitive products, 
companies often make great efforts to investigate 
customer and customer behaviors, obtain and analyze 
their feedbacks, and in turn, provide effective responses 
in product offerings. Though a number of algorithms to 
extract customer concerns were developed in engineering 
design, only a small number of formatted high-quality 
customer opinions and some specific design problems 
were focused. Nonetheless, to constantly fuel innovative 
product design, creative design platforms that facilitate 
designers to conduct in-depth analysis on a large amount 
of geographically distributed CRs in a more systematic 
manner are vital for NPD in a fierce global market. As 
noted, in many e-commerce websites, consumers can 
spend hours and hours browsing hundreds of products, 
examining comparable alternatives, making final 
purchase decision, and posting a large quantity of 
opinions. In 2017 alone, Alibaba had recorded USD 25.4 
billion of gross merchandise volume in Chinese singles’ 
day and, according to a survey released by the China 
Internet Watch, more than 20M reviews and comments 
were posted every day in June 2016. To exploit the value 
from such a huge volume of online opinions, undoubtedly 
big consumer opinion data, for NPD will empower any 
companies to spot business opportunities ahead of others 
and launch desirable product and services accordingly. 
While designers in multinational corporations (MNCs) 
may have acquired the ability with coordinated resources 
to build complex IT systems for such a purpose, it 
surpasses the capacity of most small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) to embark such a journey towards 
NPD owing to various economic and technical issues that 
SMEs may never be able to reach, although the 
appearance of such online customer opinions makes it 
feasible for SME to obtain sufficient critical CRs. 
Therefore, it invites more agile and can-be-tailor-made 
efficient algorithms and tools that can penetrate such 
technical and practical barriers, and cloud-based IT 
platform development that can actively engage SMEs if 
they wish to take advantage of such big opinion data and 
initiatives of data analytics.   
 (2) While many state-of-the-art algorithms are able to 
parse a large set of customer opinions and conduct 
analysis in order to support various decision makings, 
however, as aforementioned, such customer opinions are 
constantly being generated, which impacts customer’s 
perception and understanding gained over the targeted 
products. It challenges the current studies and practice 
that take such opinion data offline and treat it in a static 
manner which fails to address its dynamic nature. This is 
fundamentally different from the conventional study 
where research data collected from customer surveys are 
used. Besides, outbreak news concerning product faults 
and malfunctions may suddenly burst into the public, and 
rumors or insights may be leaked in social nets. These 
messages can be propagated at an unprecedented speed 
nowadays to significantly affect both existing and 
potential consumers upon their perceptions over the 
products as well as their decisions in favoring them or not. 
In the era of Big Data, this further means that not only the 
volume of such opinion data matters, but its incremental 
velocity and dynamic nature should be taken into account 
during in-depth analysis, which is largely missing in the 
literature. Indeed, efficient algorithms and analytical 
models on deviation detection of customer dynamic 
opinions, rather than sentiment analysis and opinion 
identification alone that are discussed in existing studies 
in the field of computer science, are bound to aid 
designers in dealing with the dynamic nature of CRs and 
respond swiftly in anticipating the arrival of further 
expectations. Predictive analytics on customer insight 
discovery and management based on perhaps stochastic 
dynamic optimization may become more relevant in 
tackling such practical concerns and scenarios. To be 
more specific, it requires imbuing algorithms with the 
ability to make better use of background knowledge with 
respect to the business world where customers gain their 
understanding from, to model the dynamic nature of CRs, 
to forecast the emerging CRs, and to identify anomalous 
CRs by examining big opinion data in NPD.  
(3) While it has become a general practice in many 
market-driven companies to collect customer feedback 
and then design and develop products and services 
according to the analytical results derived from such 
customer inputs, however, as pointed out in Kano’s model, 
attributes that excite consumers are often difficult to 
foresee. This dilemma has led to a whole set of design 
research that focuses on customer understanding, design 
optimization, and so on, which attempt to address some 
interesting but challenging issues, e.g., whether it is 
always necessary to follow CRs in NPD; whether offering 
prompt responses to consumers will lead to a higher level 
of satisfaction; etc. To answering these questions will 
enrich our understanding of several fundamental 
principles established in the market-driven product design. 
With the arrival of Big Data, IoT, smart mobile devices, 
etc, it has become possible that many more varieties of 
data and information concerning customer behavior, 
cognitive aspect and use context can be made available, 
which is hard to be obtained in the past. Therefore, it is 
crucial for the design community to further leverage 
design inputs from CR-based to UX-centric (user 
experience) in NPD, such as customer preferences, 
product usage context, use cases, customer emotional 
responses and their interconnected relations. Furthermore, 
to explore UX in NPD, several inspiring relevant issues 
need to be carefully dealt with first, e.g., how to extract 
UX factors as well as their interrelations from big 
consumer opinion data for NPD; how to build a 
conceptual design model that connects various emotional 
factors; how to build up UX related knowledge base in 
the context of big consumer opinion data, etc. Related 
studies on this dimension have just been kicked off. It is 
expected that the insights uncovered through such efforts 
may one day significantly update our understanding on 
product design.  
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